**HIGHER WISDOM**
Eminent Elders Explore the Continuing Impact of Psychedelics
Roger Walsh and Charles S. Grob, editors
Interviews with fourteen pioneers in psychedelic research.
2005 / 268 pp
14 b/w photographs
$24.95 pb 0-7914-6518-7

**THE MORAL WARRIOR**
Ethics and Service in the U.S. Military
Martin L. Cook
Explores the moral dimensions of the current global role of the U.S. military.
2004 / 175 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-6242-0

**IN THE GAME**
Gay Athletes and the Cult of Masculinity
Eric Anderson
“…provides a thorough analysis of homophobia in sports and of the challenges of being a gay male athlete in that environment.”
— CHOICE
2005 / 208 pp
$18.95 pb 0-7914-6534-9

**KEN WILBER**
Thought as Passion
Frank Visser
Foreword by Ken Wilber
The first comprehensive overview of the life and thought of the American philosopher Ken Wilber.
2003 / 330 pp
35 figures
$24.95/T pb 0-7914-5816-4

**BEING AND TIME**
A Translation of Sein und Zeit
Martin Heidegger
Translated by Joan Stambaugh
A definitive translation of Heidegger’s most important work.
1996 / 487 pp
$30.95 pb 0-7914-2678-5

**SOJOURNS**
The Journey to Greece
Martin Heidegger
Translated by John Panteleimon Manoussakis
Foreword by John Sallis
Heidegger’s philosophical journal, written during his first visit to Greece in 1962, and appearing here in English for the first time.
2005 / 70 pp
Trim size: 5 x 7 ½
11 b/w photographs
$14.95 pb 0-7914-6496-2

**HUMAN EXPERIENCE**
Philosophy, Neurosis, and the Elements of Everyday Life
John Russon
Proposes that philosophy is the proper cure for neurosis.
2003 / 162 pp
$18.95 pb 0-7914-5754-0

**ART AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE**
An Anthology of Aesthetic Theory, Third Edition
Stephen David Ross, editor
This anthology has been significantly expanded for this edition to include a wider range of contemporary issues.
1994 / 692 pp
$36.95 pb 0-7914-1852-9
ISLAM
An Introduction
Annemarie Schimmel
For the general reader there are many profound insights of great consequence, for example, the passages on women, marriage, and inheritance, or the section on jihad, nearly always completely misunderstood in the press.
1992 / 166 pp
$18.95 pb 0-7914-1328-4

ISLAM AND THE DESTINY OF MAN
Charles Le Gai Eaton
A wide-ranging study of the Muslim religion from a unique point of view.
1985 / 242 pp
$29.95 pb 0-88706-163-X

VASISTHA’S YOGA
Swami Venkatesananda
Containing the instructions of the sage Vasishta to Lord Rama, this scripture is full of intricately woven tales, the kind a great teacher might tell to hold the interest of a student.
1993 / 767 pp
$44.95 pb 0-7914-1364-0

THE BHAGAVAD GITA
Revised Edition by Winthrop Sargeant
Edited and with a Foreword by Christopher Chapple
This revised edition provides an inter-linear word-for-word translation along with the devanagari characters and their transliteration.
1984 / 739 pp
$38.95 pb 0-87395-830-6

GANDHI’S PILGRIMAGE OF FAITH
From Darkness to Light
Uma Majmudar
Foreword by Rajmohan Gandhi
Documents the lifelong journey of faith—full of challenges along the way—that made Gandhi the enlightened spiritual leader we revere.
2005 / 280 pp
$22.95 pb 0-7914-6406-7

BASHPÓ’S HAIKU
Selected Poems of Matsuo Bashó
Matsuo Bashó
Translated and with an Introduction by David Landis Barnhill
A wonderful new translation of the poetry of Bashó—Zen monk, poet of nature, and master of the haiku form.
2004 / 332 pp
Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½
$23.95 pb 0-7914-6166-1

BASHPÓ’S JOURNEY
The Literary Prose of Matsuo Bashó
Matsuo Bashó
Translated and with an Introduction by David Landis Barnhill
Offers the most comprehensive collection of Bashó’s prose available, beautifully translated into English.
2005 / 192 pp
Trim size: 5 ½ x 8 ½ / 4 maps
$19.95 pb 0-7914-6414-8

THE JOURNEY OF ONE BUDDHIST NUN
Even Against the Wind
Sid Brown
Recounts the struggles of a young Thai woman to become a Buddhist nun and the challenges and rewards of that life.
2001 / 180 pp
$21.95 pb 0-7914-5096-1